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Wednesday, November 27, 1968
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"Shopping Center"

One stop shopping can be found in the Escalante wing of Mesa Vista
dorm where various businesses have been set up.
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Union closed.
Application deadline for Las Ca,mpnnns
song fest: applications may be turned in to
the Ac:tivities Center of the Union.
J offrey Ballet; The Green Table; Popejoy Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
J offrey Ballet; The Green Table; Pope·
joy Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Sunday Dec. 1
Union resumes regular hours.
Desk: 12 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.; Snack Bar:
12 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.; Games AreA: 11
a.m. to 11 p.m.; all other sections will be
closeq.
Monday, Dec. 2
Women's personal defense class; wrestling mat room in Johnson Gym; 7:30·9
p.m.
'
'
Wrestling, dual meet with Colorado St.
College; UNM students free, Adults $1,
H.S. students and under 50c Johnson Gym;
8 p.m.
'•Man of Ln Mancha" tickets on sale:
Popejoy Hall box office: $5.50, $4.50, and
$3,50.
Tuesday, Dec. 3
Piano lecture-recitAl by Margaret Jlfnry
Barela; FAC :Recital Hall: 8 :15 p,m,
Wednesday, Dec. 4
Newman Forum speaker Father Robert
Drinan, S.J., speaking on nbortioni Popejoy Hall, 8 p.m.
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Bro~n's Inquiry

Gets Challenge
By ProfessorS"

In Mesa Vista

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Campus Editor
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Wednesday, Nov. 27
'Origin and History of Meteorites;"
speech by D1·. Klaus Koil; Sandia Co~p. ~e
scnreh leetm.·c seriesi SancHa Base, B1dg.
815; 10 a.m.
Desk: 7 :30 a.m. to 8 p,m.; Cafeteria;
11 a.m. to 1: SO p.m.; Snack bar: 7 a.m. to
10:80 p.m.; Lobo Room: 10;30 to 1:30
p.m.j Games; 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Book~
store: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Activities Center:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.: Barbershop: 8:30a.m. to
5:30p.m.; A.B.C. Bank: 8:30a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Thanksgiving vacation begins. Union
hours; Desk: 7 :SO a.m. to 8 p.m.: Cafeteria: 11 a.m. to 1 ;30 p.m.; Lobo Room:
10:80 to 1:30 p.m.; Games: 8 a.m. to 11
p.m.: Bookstore; Sa.m. to 6 p.m.; Barbership: 8 :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; A.B.C.
Bank: 8: 30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 28
Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Zimmerman Library c]oscd.
Union closed.
Friday, Nov. 29
Zimmerman Library open from 8 a.m. to
5p.m.
· Union closed.
Spurs sponsored dnnce: ,Trademarks,"
Newman Center; 8:30·11:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 30
Zimmerman Library resumes regu1ar
hours.
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Announcements by
the UNM commun•
ity will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24·hour deadline
is in effect.

Calling U
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Business Metropolis Rising
Zamora's Tacos and Root Beer,
Mystic and Engineers, Picadilly
Circus? What town is this?
A stroll down the east wing of

Want Ads
FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT-2 bdrm, 2
baths w/Jlreplru:e, 242·0148, 120 Cornell SE
UNM STUDENTS- WE COOK FOR
YOU I Modern accommodations with
Private baths and no dirty dishes.
241-2881.
ROOMMATE WANTED, to share ltouso
with 2 other guys. ~37.50. 3017 Edith
1-!E-l' mhmtcs. from Univ. Call 344·
9692.
FOR SALE
POSTER SIZE PHOTOS from your favorite snapshot. The gift that's different.
mack & white 18 x 24 _ •• $2.95 each.
Official Filma, Box 277, Plymouth, Mich.
48170.
WORLD'S most difficult jigsaw puule, trip
g]nsscs, strawberry cn.ndlcs, flower ven..
cils, hlp Chrigtmas eards. The Bo Tree.
.2218 Ccr•trnl

SE~

::!42-2018.

1966 BSA, 441 cc single condition !Ike new.
Top caah offer takes it. Call Tom Tapia
268-0691.
LOST
LOST around SUB, 9 mo. old CoD!e Shepherd cross. Brown & white; answers to
Phelan. Brown coDar. Call 243-6242.
Reward offered.
SERVICES
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reports·
programs-lcttera-CHRSTMAS LETTERS
-notices of mcctings-leasons. Prompt-ercient-r,..onahle. Call 256·7373.
HAPPINESS IS a haircut & razor blend
for regular Price of a haircut at College
Inn Barbershop. 243·0003.
WANTED
WANTED: Photography, art CSMYB, reviews for Thunderbird l Deadline Dec. 4.
Also art for showing ••• call 299-5880.

Mesa Vista's Escalante house will
reveal their recently constructed
business district, the brain child
of John Murray.
Murray hung the first sign outside his room and his idea was
followed by eight other residents.
"The boys did this as a group
project and it's really a clever
idea," commented Pablo Martinez,
a counselor in Mesa Vista.
One revolving sign advertises

Speeches Given

Sclanti Radio Station, which operates at 104.3 FM and transmits
to other UNM dorms. The Scalanti Wine Press, the newspaper,
is pr_esently taking suggestions
in preparation for its first edition.
"The signs hanging in front of
various rooms are generally related to the occupants' interests,"
said AI Farr, governor of Escalante house.
"Sclanti," as the house is nicknamed, may soon have more signs
and "businesses.'' Residents predict interest in the mainstreet
idea will grow.
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UNM's
ONE STOP I
PARTY SHOP
All Brands

Ice

2109 San Mateo N.E.
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""Where the Action Is"
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In the only time he carried the ball, Lance (Woody) Woodworth,
was stopped by the famed Lobo defense which throttled KUNM (see
page 7). Stopping Woodworth are John Moser (left), and John Leffler
(in back of Woodworth).
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with BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

• •• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts
1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard
Textbooks indicS~tes pages in the Outline
that summarize appropriate chapters in
each text.

2. A Quick·Referenc·e Table Indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that cor•
respond to topics covered in chapte •
of the Outline.

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDU~ATION

ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

OFFIC:E HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

ON DISPLAY AT

Margherita M.. Henning, Ph.D.

associated students bookstore
.,,_, ., -'• ._,._,.__,..:r;..---
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SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

Several members of the UNM
faculty have asked the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee
to investigate Capt. Kenneth
Brown's inquiries about three sus:pended students.
The faculty members feel that
academic freedom may have been
violated by the use of agencies
other than campus police in
Brown's investigations.
Sociology P r of e s s o r Gilbert
Merkx said he feels "that for
any member of the faculty to
conduct an investigation of any

At University of Colorado

Regents Deny Recognition of SDS
The University of Co 1 or ado
( CU), has stripped the campus
chapter of the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) of
formal affiliation with the university.
Students and faculty argued
against the action.
The Board of Regents at CU
canceled university recognition of
SDS during a regular meeting
recently,
The action followed a controversy that began during the SDS
national convention at Boulder,

Oct. 11-14. The 20 SDS members
present at the meeting of the
Regents quietly left after the de. •
h _,
ClSlOn Y,"'n-3 l'C!l!: el.!.
Against Denial
CU student body president Don
Marturano and faculty council
president Courtland Peterson said
the students and faculty were
against the denial of recognition.
SDS caused an uproar during
its national convention by refusing to allow television crews to
cover its meetings. The university administration threatened to

force SDS to allow news coverage
but withdrew the demand for fear
of campus disruption.
The denial of affiliation means,
among other things, thai; Lhe
group will not have access to
university facilities and will not
be able to use the university's
name in publicity.
Regent Daniel F. Lynch argued
in defense of SDS, saying denial
of affiliation would give the group
more strength on campus because
of sympathy among students.
"We are providing them with

Two Seniors Ask Support
For Student Suspensions
By ANNE O'BRIEN
Night Editor
Two UNM seniors announced
Tuesday that they-with the help
of 50 to 100 volunteers-are circulating petitions expressing support for the Student Standards
Committee and the university ad-

ministration for suspending three
students for violating the rules of
the university.
Countering the petition is a resolution being circulated by an ad
hoc student group, supporting action taken by the committee, but
condemning the administration

Suspension Given
In Bomb Incident

OF YOUR

by 2 unique cross-reference charts
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~COLLEGE CAREER
~COUNSELING SERVICE

!

KUNMFolly

YOU

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

124 Washington SE

4100 CENTRAL SE

I
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Know Where You're Going?

Consul+

*

Did U know that U CAN CUM 2 LEO'S
LA ROC, and I is ten to the Romantic,
Enchqnting, Invigorating music of the
LOUIE WICKHAM TRIO- every evening
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., at the Afternoon
Club • • • • • & U know what? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25<:: for Ladies.
And •••• 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97c;:.
COME
SEE
US!

II

Save on Econ
Self-Service Gas

TELEPHONE

3003 Central N .E.
(Near the Triangle)

I
I

Party Supplies

[]! (]!

2 Locations To
Serve You

I
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Keg Beer
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By Dines

In keeping with campaign promises, Jim Dines and Ron Curry,
president and vice president of
the Associated Students of UNM
(ASUNM), are making weekly
visits to the residence halls and
Greek houses on campus.
"These visits give us a chance
to get ideas and views on student
government, and we have an opportunity to explain our programs to students," Dines said.
During the visits, Curry discusses student senate, the student
lobby, and power groups on campus. Dines talks on the programs
and projects of student government, especially the ones relating
to the particular group they are
visiting.
Dines and Curry met with the
board of governors of Alvarado
Hall this week and plan to visit
Coronado Hall next week.
"It is difficult to talk to all the
residents of each dorm at once
since they don't hold general dorm
meetings," Dines said. "Therefore, we meet with the board of
governors-the president, secretary, treasurer, etc. - of the
dorms," he said.
Dines and Curry do have the
opportunity to talk to members
of the sororities and fraternities
since they hold weekly meetings
on Monday nights.

Tux FRoM

In the spring of 1962, three university students, whom the Student Affairs office refuses to
name, were picked-up by city police and charged with burglary.
An investigation showed significant involvement in on-campus
thefts and bombings, say records
in the Student Affairs office.
The Lobo reported (May 1,
1962) that four students were arrested and charged with felony.
They were listed as Robert St.
Clah'e, Jon Michael, Jimmie Thomason, and Karl Glettenberg.
Student Affffairs records show
the students were requested to appear before Stude11t Standards in
May. Two of the students withdrew from UNM prior to that
time but one, Student Affairs
says, appeared and was suspended. Student Affairs did not re.
lease his name .

The student appealed his case
to the president of the university,
the records indicate, and the suspension was upheld.
At this time, Student Affairs
records report, a significant number of members in Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity were found to be
involved in bombings and vandalism on campus. The fraternity
was suspended for their actions
April 30, 1962.
The records show that during
the summer, the fraternity was
required to make restitution and
was forbidden to participate in
rush in September.
The Lobo reported in its May
25, 1962 issue that the organization was re-instated July 1, 1962,
by Dr. Sherman E. Smith, then
director of student affairs. Student Affairs records indicate reinstatement did not occur until
late September, 1962.

for "putting so much pressure on
the committee," said Geology Pro.
:fessor Roger Anderson.
Petition Supports Suspensions
The petition, supporting the
suspensions of Allen Cooper, Manuel Wright, and Larry Russell,
was written by business administration major Mike Goodart and
journalism major Nooley Reinheardt. It reads:
"We the undersigned student
and faculty members of UNM
wholeheartedly support the recent action of the Student Standards Committee and the university in expelling three students
for conduct in direct violation of
the rules of this university.''
Goodart and Reinheardt explained the petition saying, "We
realize that there are many times
when students have legitimate
complaints to lodge against the
university. However, we feel
there are proper and clear channels for use of the students.
Interrupt Educational Process
"We do not feel that interrupting the educational process at any
university, whether one agrees
with the particular program or
not, is the proper procedure,"
said Reinheardt and Goodart,
"Therefore, we support the action taken in expelling the students and :feel that a vast majority of the. students at UNM also
agree with the decision."
Anderson said that the resolution being circulated by an ad
hoc student group basically
states:
• the prior suflpensions of the
three students by the administra(Continued on page 8)

an issue" around which SDS can
gain support, Lynch said. Cries of
denying SDS free speech and academic freedom by canceling formal reco~mition were anticipated.
Study Made
A study made by the Joint
Board on Student Organization
and Social Life (SOSL), recom-

mended SDS affiliation be continued.
"I have enough confidence in
this study and in the student body
to follow their recommendations,"
said Regent Fred Benz, who also
voted against the measure.
Regent Joe Coors gave four
reasons why he felt SDS "does
not deserve a place of dignity on
this or any university campus."
Coors outlined his feelings as:
• SDS follows a philosophy of
destruction;
• SDS motives are political,
not educational;
• The organization distributes
crude and obscene literature;
• SDS "wants freedom for
themselves and not for anyone
else," Coors said.
Dan Hayward, student chairman <>f SOSL, said the denial
would "shed light not due them
(SDS), and make them seem
more important than they really
are."
In other action, the regents
voted to allow 3.2 beer to be sold
in the student union. The university must now obtain a license
from the city before the beer can
be sold.

Draft Changes
For Graduates
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Lieut.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, the Selective Service director, recently advised local draft boards to allow
drafted graduate students to finish out their school term before
they are required to report for induction.
The new policy was adopted to
ease the draft's impact on the students and the nation's graduate
schools.
General Hershey's advice, in the
form of an advisory to state· draft
directors, is not binding. But his
advice is usually followed by local
and state boards.
His new policy is intended to insure that a student's investment
will not be lost by the arrival of
a draft notice while he is in the
middle of a term, a spokesman
said.

student is a violation of academic
freedom.''
Brown said, "I regret that they
(the faculty members) saw fit to
take this action without asking
me for an explanation.''
Makes Distinction
Brown said recently that he
makes a distinction between inquiries and investigations. "I did
not make myself clear on this
point at the Student Standards
meeting," said Brown.
Brown feels that an inquiry
involves phone calls to people who
know those involved, and not a
search through files for past in- '
formation. An investigation, according to Brown, is much more
extensive than an inquiry, and
makes use of outside agencies.
B r o w n said that because
"ninety ·per cent of my information came from campus police,"
he made inquiries about the students, and not an investigation.
During the Student Standards
committee hearing at which Allen
Cooper, Manny Wright, and
Larry Russell were suspended
for their parts in an NROTC
demonstration, Brown said that
he had used agencies other than
campus police. He refused tv·
identify the other agencies at the
hearing.
"I cannot conduct an investigation. I cannot direct other agen•'"~·
cies to conduct an investigation.
I could ask for an investigation
by some agency, but I would do
so only with university a-pproval,"
said Brown.
Brown said that he does have
some direct channels with outside
agencies due to his position as a
Navy captain, "but any professor
could use these channels through
the campus police."
Feels Inquiries Necessary
Brown felt that his inquiries
were necessary because "when
I'm being threatened by some
radical element, I want to find
out which individual is going to
be most dangerous.
"I am not going to stand in
the sunset and watch the ROTC
building burn to the ground," said
Brown. "I have a responsibility t&.my unit and to the university."
Brown said that most of the
information he received from the
campus police was about Cooper,
and he felt Cooper represented
the "most serious threat to the
university.''
Physics Professor John Green,
chairman of the Academic Freedom and Tenure committee, said
that the committee will meet next
Thursday in Room 5 of the physics building at 1:30 p.m. to discuss Brown's actions. Brown will
attend.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii!IJIIIIJIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIl

Announcement
Students, faculty, and other
interested persons are invited '
to meet informally tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Union to discuss strategy on reinstating
three suspended students to the
academic community and severing university ties with the
military.
Tapes of Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender's speech on the field the
day of the initial demonstration Oct. 22, and Capt. Kenneth Brown's testimony at the
Student Standards hearing will
be played.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
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the University of New Mexico, and is not
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cla~s
postage paid at Albuquerque, New
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Nothing necessarily represents the views
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Lobo Review

Skin Flick Seen as 'Comic'
By STEPHEN M. PART
Review Editor

"Inasmuch as we'll be using the same staff, Spiro, your
office is located directly below mine!"

Letters
Some Thoughts on Student
Government
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Letters nre welcome, and should
be no longer thnn 250 words typewritten, double spaced .. Name, telephone numbmo and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

Tbe Lobo generally doesn't review "skin flicks," but . . . Well
you see they buy up such a large
part of our advertising I thought
there must "be a goodly amount of
appeal to the campus t-rade. So I
decided, let's see what's happening, and off to the Guild Art
Theater.
Guild co-owner Don Dunham
when told that Tbe Lobo wanted
to review "Four Kinds of Love"
said, "I can't believe it!' N onetheless he was very cooperative.
Tbe Guild offers a student discount and according to Mr. Dunham it is generally the "dormitory types" who take advantage
of it. (I forgot to ask if that's
evenly distributed among the
men's and women's dorms.)

Tonight is the last night, so if
you miss the opportunity to see
the movie-the four kinds of love
are: love-sex, like-sex, money-sex,
and hate-sex. An intellectual-documentary overvoice explains this
to you in very psycho-sociological
terms. But coupled (pardon the
pun) with the images... ? ?
I saw the movie as essentially
a comedy-it was so far from
reality (or at least my experience
of reality) that it was laughable.
One of the lines goes "There's
nothing like skin," and that seems
to be all that's necessary for a
movie of this genre. Repeatedly,
attempts at living up to the "art
movie" billing come acrossscenes of the new Los Angeles
County Art Musuem are shown,
so it's art by association. But
even here a water propelled sculpture is given phallic connota-

sary to preserve what academic
freedom we now have and encourage its growth by preventing
further well-intentioned but inhibiting petitions and legislative
memorials. Nor is this the only
reason for involvement, our identification with the university community should not be allowed to
cloud our identification with the
community of man. Moreover, the
outside world is one that we will
have to live and work in, and it is
preparation for that world which
brings us here.
San«i."a Heide

To The Editor:
Campus unrest across the nation and recent events here on
our own campus have raised some
questions regarding the role of
student government. Provision
of recreation and entertainment
for the student community is a
legitimate and necessary function
of student government. It should
not be the prime concern, regardless of how much money is spent
in that area. But student govern,..ment with its many points of ac-,~ cess to the faculty and adminisMore On Suspensions
tration (the Student Affairs Committee, the Committee on the Uni- To Tbe Editor:
versity, and many more) should
I was one of the many who attake a major role in the fight for tended the meeting last Monday
"Student Power.'' The time :for {Nov. 25) over the suspension of
action is now, but action does not the three UNM student:;. Thel'e
of necessity have to be violent. was a general consensus over the
Violence is the court of last re- fact that the suspensions were an
sort and we have yet to really try extremely harsh punishment, deto beat the administration at its signed more to prevent and stifle
own game with its own bag of further discussion and demonstratricks. If you don't believe me ask tion than to correct any injustices
a certain T.A: in the sociology de- actually committed by the three.
partment who has some pretty However, when the speakers begood ideas on the subject.
gan to discuss, on more general
Student government is run by terms, their aims and goals as stua bunch of brown-noses you say? dent activists, some striking inWho's fault is that? When's the congruities and ambiguities aplast time you voted in a student peared in their arguments.
One speaker, with a great deal
~lection? Or is burning down the
of
conviction and feeling, stated
administration building your bag?
that
ROTC had no educational
That's dumb. It isn't going to help
function
on the campus since all
you any to get kicked out, and the
loss of people like Cooper, Russell, it did was teach people how to
and Wright, if you want to rank kill. Ostensibly one of the basic
yourself with them, is a serious reasons for student dissent at
detriment to this school and its UNM and around th.e country is
because of the inability of unieducational function.
versities to transmit all ideas with
To return to the original topic, equanimity and facility, not just
studeut government has two some ideas. While teaching people
:functions. The first is to aid and more advanced and effective ways
abet and maybe. even take the lead and means to kill their brothers
in student activism-not to steal may sound revolting to many,
anybody's thunder, the limelight, these are nevertheless ideas and
or anything else-but because should 'be given the opportunity
'that's where it's at, baby. Tbe to compete on an equal footing
fight for student leadership and with all other ideas in the ideal
student voice in policy-making is university atmosphere which we
not just one because students wear are all striving :for.
white hats or because students are
Another speaker, with less paa,rmed With peashooters while the cifistic intentions, rose to profess
'ildministration packs a six-gun. his hate :for the establishment and
It is just because students are for all those over 30. who were
here for an education, and that solely responsible for the curincludes not only accumulation of rent miserable state of affairs
:facts, but also learning how to around the globe. One could see
;lead, how to make decisions, and in his eyes and tone of voice the
maybe even how to be diplomatic hate bred by the frustration of
.when the occasion demands.
good intention and the desire for
The other function of student confrontation and direct conflict.
government is to take a role in In no uncertain terms we were
:community affairs by such means told that they're the ones who
:as the tutorial programs and the are responsible for racial prestudent . lobby. Tbe University judice, the general hate level, the
community e..-dsts within a larger bomb, poverty, pollution, Viet·community and each shapes an4 Nam and us.
effects the other. Students here
Well by God that's quite an inshould seek to improve that larger dictment and they just may pay
community and its understanding for it over a11 our dead bodies. ·
of the university. This is necesStephen Olson

tions by juxtaposition with a bed
scene (much better than some of
the floor scenes later in the
movie).
(A peevish aside: being from
L.A., I'm a little annoyed at the
fact that all the movies of this
type seem to be made there. Also
the excessive amount of smoking
that goes on-if the "actors" don't
die of exhaustion or the smog,
they're certainly going to get
lung cancer.)
Some of the funny scenes?
Some of the female guests (could
I call them young ladies and still
look Dean Whiteside in the eye?)
gang rape a guy underneath a
personality poster of Belmondo,
Belmondo is typically unconcerned. Then the part where a
frequent female visitor (contributor?) to the weekly orgies the
movie is built around, is raped.
Well, let's say she's forced to
have intercourse with someone
she doesn't like. As she runs crying into the living room, she complains of being raped. (Incidentally she's Sheri Jackson). The host
asks a pertinent, but hilarious
question, "How can you be raped
at an orgy?" How, indeed.
Movies have gotten back at
T.V.-the dialogue is in the Bill
Cosby-Robert Culp free association style. Right! James Joyce
may have first used the stream
of consciousne:a" bat it never ran
(flowed?) quite like this.
The only thing tlmt offended me
was the picture of JFK on one of
the walls above a partially nude
girl standing, kissing an entirely
freaky guy. But then I'm a little
sensitive about taste since I
learned his widow married a
yachtsman that brags his bar
stools are covered with the hide
from whales' testicles.
Anyhow, if you are interested
in an amusing afternoon go to the
Guild. According to Jim Wescott,
manager of Don Pancho's, this
type movie draws plenty of Vice
Squad officers. He said, "You can
tell them, cause they're the ones
drooling.'' So you see, you'll be
in good company.

Testing Begins

Sex?

Love·sex?, Like-sex?, Moneysex?, or Hate-sex?

Representatives from the Peace
Corps will be at UN:M: this week,
Monday through Friday, to administer the Peace Corps placement test, a 30 minute language
aptitude test.
The representatives will speak
at the dorms, fraternity and sorority houses and at night classes.
They will be at the Placement
Center this week 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and
will return to UNM Dec. 16-20
after spending a week at New
Mexico State.
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Grant Harvey
Sarah Laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
Robinson, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer Susan Smith
Susan Craig
'
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, SamHepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony Louderbough, Bob Lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Grant Harvey
David Baker
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Militants Receive Warning
At San Francisco College
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Campus militants were on warning Sunday they will be promptly expelled if there is any more
violence or disruption of classes
when trouble-wracked San Francisco State College reopens today.
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, who took
over as acting president of the
18,000 student school midway
through last week, said he was
resuming classes on a no-nonsense
basis even if it meant ringing the
school with armed police.
"This campus has been in disorder for so damn long, there has
to be some place it has to stop,"
the world-famed semanticist turn-

ed administrator told newsmen.
Several hundred demonstrators
have kept San Francisco State
virtually shut down since Nov. 13.
All classes were suspended during
Thanksgiving week.
Militants to Force Action
Despite the hard line taken by
the acting president, militants
immediately vowed to force Hayskawa to make good on his promise
to use police to restore order if
necessary.
"Classes will be shut down,"
said Harvey Poskins, a senior who
manned a picket line outside the
press club where Hayakawa met
reporters Saturday. "The strike

Campus Briefs
Tickets for Meredith Wilson's
"The Music Man" are on sale now
at the Popejoy Hall box office.
The Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera Association's production of
the musical will be presented in
Popejoy Hall Dec. 26-28 at 8:15
p.m.
All seats are reserved. Tickets
are $4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50 with
half prices for school children.

***

A colloquium on "Basic Mechanisms of Radiation Effects in Electronics" will be presented Thursday, Dec. 5, at 3 p.m. at UNM.
Speaker for the colloquium will
be Dr. David Dye of the Air Force
Special Weapons Center, Kirtland Air Force Base. The speech
will be in. room 201 of the Electrical Engineering Building.
The public is invited. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served at 2:45
p.m. prior to the address.

Energy Commission seminar on
medical aspects of radiation accidents.
The seminar will be in Richland, Wash. Jan, 19-22. Representing UNM will be Jon D.
Shoop, M.D., assistant professor
of radiology.
Dr. Shoop is a new member of
the UNM medical faculty, and
formerly was on the staff of the
Public Health Service Indian Hospital in Arizona.

will not only continue, it will be
escalated!'
The strike was initiated by
the Black Student Union to force
· adoption of fifteen demands,
among them the retention of suspended Black Panther English instructor George Murray and admission of all black students who
apply, regardless of their academic qualifications.

,_. l

A giH from the
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Demands Worthy
Hayakawa said the demands
were worthy of consideration. But
the disruptive tactics of the militants-which included physical assaults, fire bombings and vandalism in classroom buildings-were
unnecessary, he said, and "almost
comically inappropriate in light
of the realities.''
The acting president declared a
"state of emergency" in order to
"act quickly and positively" if
there is renewed violence. He said
he had been "warned that dangerous situations may arise.''
Students charged With "disrupting classrooms or the orderly processes of campus life will be
promptly suspended," Hayakawa
said. The same fate awaited faculty members "who willfully disobey this directive and fail to
show up for their classes."

WILLOW CHAIR
WILLOW FRUIT BASKETS

***

College seniors and graduate
students who are residents of
Hawaii arc invited to participate
in the second annual Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day at the
University of Hawaii, Dec. 27,
1968.
The program is intended to provide graduating students attending mainland colleges and universities with an opportunity to be
interviewed for career employment by employers in Hawaii.
Business and government employers representing opportunities
in accounting, agriculture, banking, construction, data processing,
finance, real estate, hotel and restaurant administration, retailing
and shipbuilding will be on hand
to conduct interviews.
Interested students, who will be
in Honolulu for the holidays, can
obtain additional information and
a directory of employers by writing the Office of Placement and
Career Planning, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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The UNM School of Medicine
will be represented at an Atomic

to
120 Yale S.E.
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842-1413

In Watermelon Sugar .... 1.95
by Richard Brautigan
(also Trout Fishing ••• &
Confederate General •••) 1.95
Airplane Dreams ........ 2.75
Allen Ginsberg
Planet News ........... 2.00
Allen Ginsberg
The Heart's Garden,
The Garden's Heart ..... 2.00
new poems by Kenneth
Rexroth Ltd. Ed.
Coming soon;
The Pill Vs. The Springhill
Mine Disaster .......... 1.95
Selected Poems of
Richard Brautigan

name
a

Playtex·invents the first-day tamponn·

few

(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind .••
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast.
Why live in the past?

Baske

Shop
Old Town Plaza

5318 Menaul NE

842-8022

265-5951

......................................as•a.......a. . .s....................~------~~
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From U Program

Mexico Gains Leaders
..

In the town of San Andres
Buenavista, in the Mexican state
of Tlaxcala, Wiliulfo Gonzalez
and Geronimo Morales have made
some big changes.
Results of the changes inelude
8,000 trees planted in the town,
80 new family gardens, a development of a canning program, a
nursery for maguey plants, and
plans for forming a chicken and
swine production cooperative.
The "happening" in San Andres
Buenavista is the most encouraging result of a program under
which 184 young men from rural
Mexico spent a month at UNM
learning how to fill greater ieadership roles in their own villages.
Involved in Community
Fifty-six per cent of the young
Mexicans have become involved in
some type of community development since returning to their villages.
A recent evaluation found that

We want to know what you
think. The new Lobo suggestion
box is in the east entrance of the
Union.

Suggestion Box

AEC Fellowship Winners
Launch Studies at UNM
Three graduates have begun
studies this fall at UNM on
Atomic
Energy
Commission
(AEC) Special Fellowships in
nuclear science and engineering.
The three men are Arlee J.
Holm, a 1968 graduate of Portland State College, Portland, Ore.;
Charles A. Bischoff, a 1968 grad-vuate of Valparaiso University,
Benson, Ariz.; and John A. Milrnlas, a 1968 graduate of Southern
Colorado State, Pueblo, Colo.

They are three of 109 first-year
graduates across the country selected for AEC special fellowships in either nuclear science and
engineering, or health physics.
Both fellowship programs support graduate studies leading to
nuclear oriented careers. They
provide stipends, allowances for
spouses and dependent children,
and institutional allowances in
lieu of tuition and other fees.

Winter's Here

As Snow Hits
Winter followed closely behind
the Thanksgiving holiday and
greeted UNM students returning
from a long weekend.
Ski season opened at Sandia
Peak, and the campus was covered with snow after a brief but
heavy snow storm.
Some students who found travel
into Albuquerque difficult weren't
too happy with the sudden appearance of winter, however.

THREE
TELLER WINDOWS
TO SERVE YOU

some participants are now students with little time available for
other activities. Others have been
indifferent to community development, and about fifty of those r:ontacted in the evaluation are still
considered potential leaders, although they have found problems

Arizona•s ROTC
Made Voluntary
Compulsory Reserve Officers
Training will be voluntary at the
University of Arizona (UA) and
Arizona State University (ASU)
effective next fall.
The U A regents voted six to
three in favor of the change, after
turning down the same proposal
last spring by a four to three vote.
Gov. Jack Williams, an ex-officio
board member, cast one of the opposing votes this time, saying
that military courses should remain compulsory until the Viet
Nam war ends.
Arthur Schellenburg, an Arizona regent, said the change was
desirable "in order to conform to
na tiona! policy on officer procurement.''
Board President Leon Levy
cited three reasons for the decision:
• voluntary programs result in
no fewer officer commissions;
• the Defense Department favors voluntary programs; and,
• Arizona's universities are
among the last in the West retaining compulsory reserve officers
training.

let

JADE EAST®
say the word
for you

Give him Jade East,
the classic
gift of elegance

that says he's

dashing, exciting,
your kind of man.
Jade East Cologne
from $3.00;
After Shave from
n2.5u, Cologne &After
Gift Set, $5.50.
as an alternate
fragrance, try Jade. East
Coral and Jade East
Golden Lime. All are
available In a complete
collection of masculine
croomfng essentials.
SWANK ln~.
Sole Distributor
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The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully"personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! J t;tst pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally pre·
pared to help you.

they have not been able to overcome.
A main difficulty faced by the
young men has been a lack of contact with the organization which
originally selecwd them to participate. In other cases, enthusiasm
has been stifled by adults, both by
a resistance to change and by an
underestimation of the young
men's ability as leaders.
Egg-Producing Cooperative
The successes, however, overshadow the problems. In Los
Mochis, Sinaloa, for example, two
young men have for•med an egg
producing cooperative. Its six
members sell about 400 eggs every
Sunday and have a central fund
of 1,500 pesos for future expansion.
Jose Quiroz of Matehuala, San
Luis Potosi, interested a group
of about 30 farmers in forming a
cattle cooperative. While it had
been impossible for an individual
farmer to buy even one steer, the
cooperative to date has purchased
five head of cattle.
Faustino Saavedra of Ixtacuitla, Tlaxcala, with the help of
his parents and an extension
agent, has organized a youth club
with 38 members. When the group
meets on Sunday, boys receive instruction from his father on
topics like animal care, and the
girls receive instruction from his
mother.
Agriculture Demonstrations
An extension agent rides to
Palo Alto, Aguascalientes, every
two weeks to meet with two men
who are conducting an agricultural and rabbit demonstration
project.
Juan Mendoza of Achalolla, Hidalgo, organized his town to build
a basketball co'Urt in cooperation
with the local asbestos factory,
which contributed materials.
The training of the Mexican
youths was a U.S. Agency for Inernational Development program
operated by UNM's Center for
Community Action Services, a
part of the university's Institute
for Social Research and Development. A Mexican advieory committee also cooperated in the operation of the project.

Some Vacancies
Open in Course
There are still a few vacancies
in a medical laboratory assistants
course, beginning in January at
UNM's school of medicine.
The course is open to high
school graduates. Director Lynn
Saxton said tuition and subsistance aid are available for some
students.
The 12-month course, co-sponsored by the New Mexico Regional Medical Program and the UNM
Sehool of Medicine, is desigined to
train nonprofessional medical laboratory assistants to work with
medical technologists and doctors
in clinical laboratories.

COME • • • TAKE A PEEK!
We're Going Underground
With Our

GRAND
OPENI
OF THE NEWER AND LARGER

TREND SHOP
AT WINROCK
FEATURING
YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS
J11e have remodeieci and designee/ a new store in our lower level
at Winrock to bring you an exclusive and more convenient place to
shop for your youfJg men's clothing.

Designed for you smart. modern young men. You who thrive on newness
in the clothes you &hoose. Who dare to start rather than follow along in
the fashion parade. lt•s in the Trend Shop where you•ll find nothing. but
nothing. but the newest most exciting fashions in town to wear for all
occasions. Yes. come take a peek underground. just for the kicks you get
from an in-person look at New Mexico•s newest and largest exclusive
shop for young men.

AMERICAN
BANK of

For Christmas gift giving ... cater to his taste •.. shop where he shops,
for everything he wants •.. Strombergs, who's got them all ... "Quality,
Style, Value and Selection."

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at the
New Mexico Union
Call247-I021
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Lobos Bop Christians, 97-58
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By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Des-pite three of his starters
fouling out, Coach Bob King's
basketball squad took an easy 9758 win over Abilene Christian,
Saturday night at University
Arena.
The game was the opener for
both schools and was played before a standing-room-only crowd
of 14,875.
The Lobos came into the game,
ranked in the top ten by all preseason polls and despite sometimes-sloppy ·play utilized a 55
point second-half to notch the win.
Three Foul Out
Three starters, Steve Shropshire, Greg Howard, and Ron Sanford fouled out in the second half,
but their absence didn't matter
as King's reserves did a magnificent job of scoring.
Forward Stretch Howard, a
6-9 behemoth on the boards, led
Lobo scoring with 25 points. He
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you-,-..,
will agree

I
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Open Daily 10-7
Snnday 12-7
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was backed up by Willie Long
with 16, Ron Becker with 13, Ron
Sanford with 11, and Petie Gibson with 10.
Gibson, who is a 5-7 dwarf,
gave indication his play will boost
him into the starting five before
too long.

Balanced Offense
Fans who came to see UNM,
saw that King has more blue chip
talent to work with than a Las
Vegas gambling casino, All of the
12 :Players wearing the odd new
uniforms got into the scoring
column. Sophomore Willie Long,
who is seen as the sixth-starter
by some, got 16 points and pulled
down 21 rebounds for UNM.
UNM started off fast, grabABILENE CHRISTIAN
!g ft-a rb pf tp
Ronnie Hearne
15-G42 7
Marion Lewis
43-45511
Keith Johnston
1 1-4 4 5
3
Ronnie Nicbo1ns
35-95511
Lawrence Thompson 11-235 3
Harry Cannon
0 1-3 1 3
1
Mike Kerby
4 7-9 1 8 15
Henry Willis
8 1-3 4 1
7
Team
17
Totals
17 24-40 44 29 58
NEV'r MEXICO
Steve Shropsltire
Greg Howard
Ron Sanford
Ron B""ker
Keith Griffith
Petie Gibson
Leonard Lopez
Ken Otteni
George Maes
Terry Schaafsma
Willie Long
Dave Culver
Team
Totals
Abilene Christian
New Mexico
Attendance: 14,875

!g ft-a rb pf tp
2 1-1 9 5
5
10 5-10 12 5 25
5 1-1 5 5 11
58-34813
2 1-1 1 8
3
4 2-8 1 3 10
02-2012
10-0002
10-0002
1 1-2 1 o a
4 8-13 21 4 16
1 1-1 2 0
3
12
36 25-37 56 29 97
25
38-58
42
55-97
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\
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OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA •
D~7909
\

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

bing a quick· 7-1 lead after only
three minutes of play. But Abilene
Christian reeled off seven straight
points for a surprising 8-7 lead
with 15:26 to go in the half.
Never Headed
But UNM came back on two
free throws and a basket by Sanford to take a 12-9 lead and the
Lobos were never headed after
that.
They took a ;1. 7-point halftime
bulge and increased their margin
slowly in the second half. Their
biggest advantage came with 8:29
to play when they jum:Ped from·

The New Mexico Lobo freshman basketball team started its
1968-69 season Saturday night on
ar sour note with an 82-70 loss to
New Mexico Junior College from
Hobbs.
The shorter W o!fpups were
paced by 5-10 John Somogyi who
took game scol'ing honors by
pumping in 38 points. John was
13 of 32 from the floor and hit 12
of 14 at the charity line. He also
grabbed two rebounds.
High point man for NMJC was
6-3 forward Charles Hailey who
hit 13 of 19 for a tally of 28.
The under-sized Lobo freshmen
fought the NMJJC Thunderbirds
on an even keel until late in the
last half when the Hobbs team
broke loose and ran up the score.
The height advantage of the
Thunderbirds is evidenced in the
rebounding statistics. The 'Pups
were outrebounded by a 41 to 30

. A shaver that gives
almost twice the shaves
per charge
is worth some study.
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By JOHN MILOGLAV

Staff Writer
The UNM wrestling team starts
its season with a match against

Burgers Defuse
Circuit-Breakers
,!

l
'

~

count many of these cost the Lobo
frosh a valuable second shot at
the hoop.
Stan Pena, Rick Wright and
Phil Clark shared in rebounding
honors for the freshmen all pulling in six apiece.
Top rebounder in the game was
N M J C' s 6- 1 guard-forward
Dwayne Terry with 12 caroms.
The Thunderbirds also outshot
the 'Pups from the field. NMJC
hit 35 ·of 76 for 46.1 percent compared to 27 of 72 and 37.5 for the
freshmen.
The only department in which
the Wolfpups showed an edge was
in shots from the freethrow line.
Led by Somogyi's 12 for 14 pel'formance the freshmen turned in
an impressive 69.6 percent of foul
shots.
Coached by UNM grads Ken
Johnston and Ron Nelson (both

NEW

Our Rechargeable 45CT (below) gives
you 3 weeks of close shaves on a single charge.
(Which is nearly twice as much as any other
rechargeable.)
And it gives you the choice of using the
cord, or'not.
!t a~so has a iot of things in common
witli our new Tripleheader Speedshaver® 35T.
Both shavers have 18 rotary blades set
in three new 'floating' MicrogrooveT" heads,
that follow the contours of your face.
And they both shave you as close or
closer than a blade in 2 out of 3 shaves. (As
tested in an independent lab by some very independent men.)

Jacobsen's Grapplers Open Season Tonight

a 61-42 lead to one of 70-42 in
Fans also saw something new in
just two minutes.
uniform attire. The Lobos came
The Wildcats, who are favorites out wearing brand new uniforms
to win the Southland Conference which had white jerseys, and ugly
for the second straight year, were trunks. The trunks are something
paced by reserve Mike Kerby's 15 · else. They are white with a
points. Marion Lewis and center cherry-colored stripe bordered by
Keith Johnston had 11 apiece.
a black one g o i n g around the
Four Foul Out
waist-giving fans the impression
Their offense was hi n d ere d they were wearing surfing trunks,
when starter Lewis, Johnston,
The uniforms might go well in
Ronnie Nicholas and Lawrence Hawaii where surfing is the big
Thompson fouled out.
thing, but when the Lobos travel
But Kerby who saw no action in to other game sites in the States
the first half, dumped in all of his they're liable to be laughed ofi'
15 points in the futile second half. the court.

Wolfpups Beaten By T-Birds;
Somogyi's Points Not Enough

MEXICO

are first year mentors for the
frosh) the 'Pups have anything
but an easy schedule ahead. They
will face such teams as Trinidad
Junior College, past home of Spencer Haywood, New Mexico State
frosh, and the Air Force Academy
:t"reshman squad.
Their next game will be at
home on Dec. 13 at 6:00 p.m. It
is an intra-squad match.
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There were two casuaties at the
WAC cross-country championships at Tempe, Ariz. recently. A
Utah runner fell down and hurt
his hand, but that was nothing
compared to the wounded pride
(among other things) of Commissioner Wiles Hallock, who ran
into a cactus trying to view the
race. The had to seek the aid of
a trainer to pull cactus needles
out of his ankle, side and back.
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They also have some extras that make
shaving a lot easier. A
separate pop-up trimmer, snap-open cleaning, a handy on/ off
switch, and a 110/220
voltage selector for
travel use.
Whichever you
choose, you can't get
L - - - - - - - - - . J a closer shave.
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No matter how you say it ....
diamonds are a girl's best friend

Speedy Dickie Grof scored four
TDs to lead the powerful Lobo
staff Hamburgers to a 27-0 mauling of the hapless KUNM Circuit
Breakers Sunday afternoon in a
bruising football game at Zimmerman field.
The Hamburgers, still undefeated and rated No. 1 on campus
by the UNM wire service, dominated the game from the beginning, and only a sincere sympathetic concern for the preservation of human dignity kept them
from scoring 100 points.
The game, played in a driving
snowstorm before a Standing
Room Only crowd whose size was
difficult to estimate, saw the
Hamburgers draw first blood on
a 38 yard run around left end
by Gro£, who shifty-hipped his
way past the radio men's secondary with ease after taking a
pitchout from Hamburger QB
Mike "Chief Hard Charge" Perry.
Shannon Robinson hit Perry on a
quarterback eligible toss for the
extra point and the Staffers had a
7-0 lead.
Fearsome Foursome Lead
The Lobo defense was bolstered
by the iron-hard Phallic Foursome of Perry, Roy "Joy Boy''
Cornelius, Ray Gere, and John
''Big Mo" Moser, who average a
monstrous 203 pounds and completely annihilated the smaller
KUNM guys, who never crossed
the midfield stl·ipe throughout the
game,
The Staff defense was also
paced by interceptions turned in
by "Baby Face" Wayne Ciddio
and "Jungle John" Leffler, who
were the most surprised people
on the field to see the ball speeding toward them.
Referee Randy "Diamond Jim"
Duran, on loan from Zale's Jewelers, did his best to keep the game
on a competitive level by calling
back four Hamburger TDs on
penalties.
13-0 Halftime Lead
Just for fun, the Lobos struck
through the air for their next TD
on a 65 yard bomb from Robinson
to Grof, who circled under the
looper and grabbed it before sashaying untouched into TD territory. The score was 13-0 at half
time.
The KUNMers were "paced" by
QB Mike Yellin, who did a lot of
that and not much more. Yellin's
chief receiver was Richard Olds,
who had trouble figuring out
which way to go after latching on
to a pass.
The Hamburgers added two
more tallies on bombs from Perry
to Grof, of 66 and 34 yards, and
then capped the day's scoring
when Robinson nailed the KUNM
QB in the end zone on an attempted end run.
Moser's flair for hi-jinx caused
another Staffer score to be called
back when he levelled KUNM's
Lee Taylor with a crushing illegal
cross-body block, as Taylor was
hopelessly chasing Grof from behind.
Even though they won easily,
the Lobo Hamburgers reported
several key players on the injury list late Sunday night.
The Lobo squad will now combine forces with the KUNM guys
when they take on the UNM Student Senators in a proposed game
set for next Sunday aftefllOOn.

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of

JEWELERS
66og M:ttNAUL BLVD., N.E.
268-4480
(Across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)

¢11968 North American Philips Company; Inc., 100 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10011
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LANGELL'S
2510 Control S.E.

Atross From Johnson Gym

powerful Colorado State College
( CSC) from Greeley tonight in
Johnson Gym main arena at 8
p.m.
The UNM squad ended its 10-10
season of last year by losing to
the CSC Bears, 29-0, while CSC
used its win to end 16-1-1.
The '68-'69 UNM team has different plans for the esc wrestlers, coach Ron Jacobsen said. He
said esc faces a team built
around 167-pound wrestler Rick
Ortega, the first Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) wrestling
champion for UNM, last year.
Ortega wrestled for Albuquerque
H.S. during his high school days
and took home the state high
school championship trophy in his
weight class.

Ortega's opponent will be Jim
Alexander, a senior who took a
third in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
College Division last year when
he wrestled in the 177 pound class.
Alexander was unbeaten last
year, with one tie marring au
otherwise perfect record.
UNM w1·estler Dale Scott, a
championship wrestler in his own
right, may not start tonight due
to a strained muscle. Coach Jacobsen will not know until starting
time whether he thinlts Scott is
feeling well enough to start.
Fredericks, Brown Captains
The co-captains for the Lobo
squad are George Fredericks at
160 and Roger Brown at heavyweight. 'Bear' coach Jack La-

Bonde did not list any captains
on his starting roster.
esc built its imposing record
against such outstanding teams
as Michigan State, Nebraska,
and Colorado State.
The UNM wrestlers will meet
Minnesota, Iowa State, and Man~
kato State universities in its 24mcet season, including four invitational meets and the WAC and
NCAA championships.
The probable line-ups for tlte
two teams are as follows:
NEW MEXICO
123-Philip Walker
130-Curtis Wilson
137-Rudy Griego
145-Fred Perez

The Dark Ages

It is entirely possible
That is how History will refer to our time ...
When the smog hovering over our cities
The dark hunger haunting our tenements
The darker crime stalking our streets
Is remembered.
However History describes our era
We hope it wi!! also
be remembered
As the time when a young girl's heart
Beat a moment of life into a dying man ...
As the time when primitive peoples
Leaped across centuries of progress
To take their place at
The World conference table ...
As the time when Man first struggled to
Close the gap between the
Social and technological sciences.
You don't start clean.
Your Century is partially written.
If your chapter is to carry the torch
That can blaze across the dark corners of our age
You face a job of heroic proportions.
We think you're up to it.
You are our life insurance.

Phoenix

MUIU81

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORO,

CONNECTICUT

152-Dale Scott, or Ralph
Stevenson
160-George Fredericks, cocaptain
167--Rick Ortega, WAC champ
177-Fred Paynter
Hywt-Roger Brown, co-captain
COLORADO STATE COLLEGE
123-Joe Torrez, Jr.
130-Mike Rogers, Sr.
137-Len Groom, Sr.
145-Bob Smith, Jr.
152-Mel Crider, Jr.
160-Ralph Gambin, Jr.
167-Jim Alexander, Sr., 3rd
NCAA Coli. Div.
177-Mike Patterson, Sr.
Hywt-lke Sherlock, Jr.
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In Underground Series

New Films Will Be Shown

\

l'-·
Becket Plays

John Olsen (right) and Dan
Ripley (left) will appear in Uodey
Theatr!l's production of .Jean Anouilh's "Becket" from Dec, 6·8
and Dec. 13-15.

Rodey Features 'Becket'

.
'

r'

UNM junior John Olson and
senior Flynn O'Malley will have
the leading roles in the next Rodey
Theater production "Becket.''
Tickets for the performance,
scheduled to run Dec. 6-8 and Dec.

Petition Seeks
· Student Names

13-15, are being sold at the Rodey
Theate~· box office between 3:30
and 6:30p.m.
O'Malley, a psychology major
from Albuquerque, will play :King
Henry II and Olson, a drama major from Rockford, Ill., will portray Thomas a Beckett in the
drama about the conflict between
the English king and his archbishop.

Want Ads

Protest, experiment, and passion, characteristic of the lives o:f
young film-makers. will be exhibited in a presentation of underground films to be shown in Popejoy Hall Dec. 13.
Offered by Bell & Howell, as
one o:f an eight-part "Art and
Document" series, "The California Underground" will present
films hy such well-known experimental film-makers as Bruce Conner, Lenny Lipton, Bruce Baillie,
and Burton Gershfield.
Lipton's "We Shall March
Again," has won festival honors.
It is based on the October, 1965
Berkeley peace march, and weaves
together the marchers, police, and
attack of the Hell's Angels, to
form commentary on the suppression of free speech. ' 1We Shall
March Again" was honored at the
San Francisco Film Festival.
Bruce Balle's ' 1Mass" creates
a compelling comment -on man by

Monday, Dec. z

Women's personal defense e!nss: wuotling mat rQOm in Johnson Gym; 7:30-9
p.m.
' • •
Wrestling, dual meet Wlth Colorado St.
College; U:NM students free, Adulta $1,
H.S. students and under 50c Johnson Gym;
8 p.m.
"Man of La. Mancha'' tickets on oa1e:
Popejoy lfall box office; $6.60, $(.50, and

1/u.ARJ

Announcemenbl by
the UNM community will be accepted
at The IA>bo office..
A 24-hour deadline
Ia in clfeet.
Friday, Dee. 6
.rob interviewa for the Hawaii Department of Edueatlon: Plncement Center.
Michacl McClure, poctr:Y reading: An·
thropology Lecture Hall, 8 p.m.
Kenneth Annstrong, fllm-leeture on
South VietNam; Popejoy Hnll, 7:30 p.m.
Tleketa $1.50 adults and faculty, $1 atudenta and children.

; ,r

207 Dartmouth Dr.t NE; 265-6761 Spcmsored by Lyceum
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The best way to find out what the course is all
about is to attend an hour-long lesson. The
mini-lesson will introduce you to your classroom procedures. It will show you how we extend your retention and recall. It will give you
a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson
reading faster than when you came in.

FREE MINI-LESSON
Every· Monday Night
s.U.B.-Rc>om 250A 6:30p.m.

ONE STOP
PARTY SHOP

'Talk to Cargo'
One Proposal
In Open Forunl

"
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Keg Beer
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All Brands
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Ice
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Party Supplies
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Save on Econ
Self-Service Gas
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liquors

1417 COAL AVENUE, S.E
TELEPHONE

242-3533

Lobo PhD!o by Ornnt Harvey

3100 Central Ave. Ill Richmond

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 d.m. to 9 p.m.

Dial 255-5581

One of Albuquerque'!> O(dc$t Relt<:~ble Rx Departments

We keep warning you to be careful how you use
Hai Karate® After Shave and Cologne. We even put
instructions on self-defense In every package. Buf
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's
why you'll want fo wear our nearly indestructible
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when you wear
Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime.
Just tell us your size (s,m,l) and send
one empty Hai Karate carton, with
$4 (check or money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y.10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate1 you can
be a little less careful how you use lt.

Send for your
prqtlically rlp·flroof
Hal Kcorttte
Loullglng Jacket.

Night editor Anne O'Brien displays the largest snowball in the world
that rolled up to the front door of the Student Publications building
yesterday. KUNM is a bad loser.

Student Court Requests Affidavit

Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Open most Holidays

"My best shirts get
ripped to shreds
when I wear your

Lobo Snow Job

Several proposals, including a
suggestion to speak to Gov. David F. Cargo, were discussed last
night during an open meeting of
students and faculty members
concerned with the recent suspensions of three student demonstrators.
Bill Turner, a graduate student in geology, commented,
"The governor has the image of
himself as a savior so he will be
listening to anything."
Turner then proposed that peo.
ple "show up and watch" the
Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps (NROTC) classes whenever they are held on Zimmerman
Field. "I do not think we should
disrupt the classes," he added.
Speaker's Bureau
A third proposal was made by
one of the suspended students,
Allen Cooper. He said a "speak·

From Standards Chairman

C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

Free Delivery

No. 54
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UNM's

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

after shave~

Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics

Face'' by Herbert Kosovter;
"Bu;ning Ear,'' by Edd Dundas;
"Off-On," by Scott Bartlett and
Tom Dewitt· "God Is Dog Spelled
Backwards,': by Dan McLaughlin;
"Breakaway," by Bruce Conner;
and "Chinese Firedrill," by Will
Hindle.

l!i•

Calling U

(Continued from page 1)
tion prejudiced the Student StanFOR RENT
dards decision;
$3.50.
TWO
GmLS
or
TWO BOYS to share my
• t h e administration us e d
l'encc Corps placement language test:
hom" in N.W. $60 month or $25 cneh.
P!n.cemont Center, S a.m.
"powerful laWYers" and six witAfter 6 p.m. at 3•4-9965.
Tuesday. Dec. 3
nesses at the hearing which was APARTMENT FOR RENT-2 bdrm, 2
l'lmlo lccture-rcoital by Margaret Mar:r
out of proportion to any neces- baths w/llreplace. 242-0148, 120 Corn~n ~ Barela: FAC Recital Hnll; 8:15p.m.
Tucsdo.Y, Dec. 3
sary action;
FOR SALE
Peace Corps pln.ccment Jangun.ge tl!st:
• the presence of administra- WORLD'S most difficult jmaaw puzzle, trip Pla.ecment Center, 8 a.m.
Wedncsdo.Y, Dec. 4
glassm. strawberry candles, .flower pentino officials made it difficult to
Newman Fotum speaker Father Robert
cils, hip Christmas cards. The Bo Tree.
Drinan, S.J., speaking (III abortion; Popemake a decision, and,
2218 Centrlll SE. 242-2018.
Hall, 8 p.m.
• if the investigation of Allen l96S BSA, 4.(1 ec s!Iu;le condition like new. joyPeace
Corps plawncnt language tl!st:
Cooper had anything to do with
ToP cash offer takes it. Clill Tom Tapia
Pla.eement Center, 8 a.m.
Thursday, Dec.· 6
268-0691.
his selection for suspension, his
Peace Corps placement language test:
SERVICES
whole case should be declared inPlac:ement Center, 8 a.m.
Colk><tulum on "BMie Mocban.lsms of
MIMEOGRAl'HlNG-allldnds- repot!avalid.
Radiation Ellt'Cil! In Elcctronlca"; 3 p.m.
programs-letters-CHRSTMAS
LETtERS
Administration Errors
Electrical Engineering 2!l1.
-notiOe! of mectlnga-leoaons. Frmnpt-clJob interviews !or the U.S. Forest Ser"The errors on the part of the
clent.-:reaoolUlble. Call 2&6-7!73.
P}ac:ement Ccnt<!r.
administration made it very dif- TYPING done in lilY home. Spcelal eX· vice:
Job interviews for the Hawaii Department
of
Educ:atlon: Plaeement Center.
perlence
with
8ci<>ntlfic
papers.
Clol5e
to
ficult to arrive at a decision that
UNM. 265-4990.
reflected the seriousness of the
PERSONALS
event," said Anderson.
STUDENTS
help
your fellow ~tudenta Manuel Wright, one of the susignore the JllllgaZ!ne ad ln the student
pended students, i!aid, "I am for
directory. Magazln"" at otudent rates
a'la!W>le at S.U.ll. braneh oJ! Am~can
students and faculty being in
BIUlk o! Commerce. Take not<> that eome
charge of the university, however,
rates are going 'a)) - PLAYBOY &
NEWSWEEK ..ntl bo 26 :Per cent higher
I do not think it is proper that
after .ran. 1.
the administration should be alMISC.
lowed to intim.idate the commitEVERY
DAY
you
aee thlil ad. DO SOMEtee.''
TlliNGl Write. EosaY!!. "evlew!!.r..~"'·
"The administration influenced
Arl, 1lhotographs. THUNDERB.uw, t1I1.
158, Joumallaln :Bidlr.
the committee. Society in general
got to their minds," he said.
Wright said he 'believes the
CENTE~
committee was "scared.'' '"I think
it is a 'iiname for agreeing with
new at c..-ntr·al·~ Harvar<i'{rof·
the administration and for giving
ILII•\fal'd SE) aaDH fro"' tl~h1
Ctncat Hall. !lou'/! fil"dthe
us such an excessive punishment.
l>iHcunt: St•H·c (f.:rfl'-2r/ll at
''I am shocked that they did
tStf. Central h~ls~ <11M!, fTC:.
what they did in view of the evi' , :1: toG HARVr.RI' {{ Z47•Zl..9:S
dence," s.aid Wright.

,(

using the unlikely structure of a
Catholic Mass. It was honored by
the Ann Arbor and Hull House
Film Festivals, and h~ received
the Moholy-Nagy award. The film
shows a motorcyclist crossing the
San Francico Bay Bridge accom•
panied by a Gregorian chant, and
then becomes more outspoken, using material from television or
the movies.
In the final section, the anony.
mous figure from the introduction is discovered dead on the
pavement, and the body is taken
~way past indifferent, isolated
people. The scene is accompanied
by a final chant.
"Now That The Buffalo's Gone,"
by Burton Gerschfield experiments with color and image to
form an emotional response concerning the fate of the Indian in
America today. The film was honored at the International Film
Competition at UCLA.
Also in the program are "The

By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
An affidavit has been requested
from Thomas Greenhut, chairman
of the Student Standards Committee, certifying that the constitutional rights of three recently suspended students were not
violated.
The request for the affidavit was
served by the five-man Associated Students court at the request
o:f two defense counsels, Lee Pittard and William H. Pickens.
The petition says that Greenhut's affidavit is necessary "to
perpetuate his testimony, and for
the petit-ioners. ( th{: suspended
students) to determine whether
their rights under the ASUNM
constitution have been violated."
It contains 11 questions which
must be answered by Greenhut,
in order :for the court to determine if any legal breach has been
committed. If it is detennined,
on receipt of the a .. davit, that
correct Student Standards procedures were not followed, a mistrial could be declared, and a new
hearing would be held, with strict
attention being paid to correct
procedures.

"We don't anticipate finding
any wrongdoing," said Phil
Clark, one of the four associate
justices on the court.
Clark also said that student
court supports the decision reached by the Standards committee,
and that it follows precedents
set by the Supreme Court. Student court action is taken only
when a majority of the justices
decide in favor of any proposed
plan, Clark said.
In case a mistrial is declared,
Clark 'Said that he felt the UNM
administration would stand behind the court's decision.
The eleven questions sent to
Greenhut on the affidavit are:
1. At the time of the Committee's deliberation concerning the
Petitioners, were all the eight

members of the Student Standards Committee present along
with the non-voting student
chairman?
2. List the names of the voting
members of the Student Standal'ds Committee during the time
of this deliberation and designate
whether they were full or alternate members.
3. If some :full member of the
committee could not be present,
what was the reason accepted by
the chairman ?
4. Did all the student members at this time meet qualifications aa set forth in the ASUNM
Constitution in Article VI, Section 3, Subsection B 1
5. Did the administration advisors (the deans of men and women) affect the deliberation and

Cl a Sh e S Spo.lI Reopen·sng

•
· San ·Fran CISCO
Of

c0 IIege

did they cast a vote in the final
decision'!
6. Was a verbatim record of
the proceedings kept in accord·
ance with the Student Standards
Committee P o 1i c y Statement,
Section 4, Paragraph G?
7. Was the conclusion of the
Committee reached in executive
session as guaranteed in Section
5, Paragraph B ,of the Policy
Statement?
8. Did the Committee vote first
and separately on the issue of
whether the Petitioners' conduct
adversely affected the universitv's educational function, a procedure gUaranteed by Section 5,
Paragraph C of the Policy Statement?
9. Was more than one vote taken on either issue of guilt or
sentence?
10. Did any of these votes on
1 even

~i~:fonis~~e tt::s~~m:it~~

11. Did the chairman of the
committee, or his appointee. keep
a record of the committee actions in the disposition of the
petitioners' case before the committee as guaranteed by Section
7 of the committee's Policy
Statement?

After a noon rally, however, a
SAN FANSISCO (UPI)-Dem- group
of hardcore demonstrators
onstrators clashed with acting estimated
police at about 800
president S. I. Hayakawa and repeatedly by
attempted
disruptions.
police marched across the campus
The
100-man
police
force, inMonday at the reopening of San
eluding
members
of
San
Fran- r··
Francisco State College.
cisco's
tactical
squad,
twice
halt- ,
At least four demonstrators,
one a non-student, were a;rrested. ed demonstrators who attempted '
Police also impounded a sound to march through the administration building.
truck.
tJ niformed officel's stationed in
Bottles, dirt clods, rocks and
Marriage licenses, sterilization, sticks were thrown at police by hallways prevented the militants
and driver's license laws affect- chanting dissidents, but no in- from entering classes. However,
ing epileptics, will be discussed juries were reported. Some win- the demonstrators banged on
from the legal and medical points dows in 'the main administration garbage cans and screamed thru
of view Wednesday, Dec. 4, at 8 were broken.
bullhorns, "Pigs off campus" outp.m. in the Moot Court Room,
Hayakawa was jeered, shoved side the buildings.
As Ifayakawa, a noted semanBratton Hall.
and hit in the face with strike
Co-sponsored by the UNM Law leaflets when he went to the cam- ticist, arrived at the main enSchOol and Convulsive Disorder pus for the start of classes under trance to the campus he was
Unit of the Menical Scl1ool, the his new, get-tough rules. Many quickly surrounded by 50 hootpanel will include Robert Walker, students reported to their teach- ing demonstrators.
associate professor of the law ers and the strife-1·idden school's
When the demonstrators tried
sehool; Dr. Edward Lislte, direc- educational process began oper- to use a loudspeaker on the rear
tor of the Convulsive Disorder ating near nol'mal.
of a :piekup truck, the five foot,
Unit, and Dr. Stephen Thompson,
two inch Hayakawa went into
department of neurology.
action climbing atop the truck
Dulte Thornton, Tom Emmer- \11111111111\IIIIIIIIIII\11111111111111111\IIIIIIIIIIIIUI'.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllillllllllllllllllll\11111\lllt and then ripping out the wires.
son, and John Viebmnz, all UNM
Asked by an activist· if he
law .students, will also particithouglit that was proper, Hayapate on the panel.
kawa retorted, "Yes, I consider
Candidates running in the
Anyone wishing consideration
it a very teasonable thing to do.''
Dec. 13 Student Senate elecof a specific topic may contact
Hayakawa then was struck in
tions will meet today in room
Prof. Robart Walker at the law
the face by a bundle of strike
250-C of the Union. All candi·
school prior to Wednesday's dis·
leaflets. As the demonstratorsdates must be there.
cusaion.
(Continued on page 3)
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The public is invited.

er's bureau" should be set up
that consists of people who
would talk to various groups
such as fraternities.
Another person at the meeting
suggested that further demonstrations were necessary "to get
the three back in school."
Student Senator Terry Calvini disagreed with the proposal
calling for further demonstrations saying, "We must start a
building process like Allen (Cooper) suggested earlier with a
speaker's bureau. Going off halfcocked is like not going off at
all," he said.
The final proposals were made
by Elliot Glassheim, of the UNM
English department, who said,
"Organize your own school out on
the mesa with your own profes·
sors. Have no diplomas. You will
learn what you want.''
Gather Intellectuals
Glassheim further propo:;ed
"getting together some intellectuals" to question the presence of
ROTC on campus and having
people in each department of the
university "get together and an·
alyze what is happening with the
problem of these suspensions."
No definite course of action
could be decided upon, so several
lists were passed around for peo·
ple to sign. up to do what they
wanted to do.
Prior to the meeting a taped
portion of Capt. Kenneth Brown's
testimony was played by Lee
Taylor concerning inquiries he
made about Cooper prior to the
demonstration.
Brown, professor of naval science, declined to comment on the
inquiries on the tape.
Fund-Raising Dance
Taylor also announced that
there will be a dance Wednesday,
December 4 to raise funds to
help pay the lawyers who de- .
fended Allen Cooper, Manuel
Wright, and Larry Russell at the
Student Standards Committee
hearing last week.
Professor Roger Anderson of
the geology department made a
final comment before the meeting
ended. He said, "The mood +.:night is that there is a chance
that the administration will
change its mind and reinstate
the three students."
"I think it would be good to
'cool it' this week as someone
suggested and concentrate on the
dance," Anderson said.

Panel To Study
Legal Problems

.'

Announcement

Lobo Photo by Bob Lowder

Snow Queen

Dr. Blum, chairman of the
math department found a lovely
UNM co-ed sitting on !tis car
yesterday afternoon.

